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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To make a display effectively usable by

displaying a desired picture even when a disk for music, on which

picture data are not recorded, is reproduced in a reproducing device

such as an optical disk reproducing device connectable to a display

having a relatively large screen.

SOLUTION: Before reproducing a music disk 1, a picture desired to

be displayed on a display screen is selected in accordance with the

disk from many pictures stored on a hard disk 44, and the file name
of the selected picture is registered in a memory 42 to be made
correspond to the TOO information and the CD text information

recorded on the disk 44 and the disk title inputted by a user. When
the registration-processed CD is reproduced, the desired picture is

retrieved from the hard disk or the like based on the registered

information of the memory 42 and the picture is displayed on a

display 38.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

t.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention is applied to a regenerative apparatus equipped with

the function to which the image information other than the function which reproduces audio information and is

outputted can be displayed on the display screen, and relates to a suitable regenerative apparatus and the playback

method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, the compact disk (CD) is widely used for musical playback. As
everyone knows, as for CD, a diameter records a digital audio signal on the optical disk of 12 (or 8) cm.

[0003] DVD (Digital Versatile Disk or Digital Video Disk) which boiled recording density markedly, and raised it for

the diameter of 12cm as well as the video CD which recorded compression animation information with the same
recording density which is 1 2cm in diameter as well as CD, and CD, for example, took in recent years for the large

capacity of 4.7GB of one side, and enabled record of the compression animation information for 1 33 minutes, and

each regenerative apparatus have appeared.

[0004] By connecting in a non-portable case, for example, an external receiving set the regenerative apparatus of

the optical disk with which compression animation information was recorded as mentioned above is a sufficiently

large screen, and was able to enjoy the playback image.

[0005] Moreover, the display of a comparison-big screen whose video CD of a pocket mold or a mounted mold and

regenerative apparatus of DVD can also fully enjoy a playback image like 5-7 mold in a screen size by low-pricing of

a liquid crystal display has come to be carried.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, the regenerative apparatus of above video CDs and DVDs
can also play the usual music CD.

[0007] However, since image information was recorded on this music CD neither with the above-mentioned video

CD nor the regenerative apparatus of DVD when the usual music CD was played, screens, such as a liquid crystal

display, became the so-called blue back, and had the problem that the liquid crystal display of the size which can

fully enjoy a playback image was not utilized effectively.

[0008] This invention aims at enabling it to use a display effectively, also when the record medium with which image

data is not recorded is reproduced as the regenerative apparatus which carries the display of a big screen

comparatively, or the display of a big screen and a connectable regenerative apparatus.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve said technical problem, a regenerative apparatus by invention of

claim 1 An audio information playback output means to reproduce and output said audio information from a record

medium with which audio information was recorded, Corresponding to said record medium, it corresponds for each

[ which is recorded on said record medium ] musical piece of every. A response image selection means to choose a

response image which it is going to display, and the image information are recording section which accumulates at

least image information of a response image chosen with said response image selection means. Response image

related information relevant to a storing location of said image information are recording section of image

information of said response image chosen by said response image selection means A response image related

information registration means to make correspond to identification information of said record medium, or

identification information for said every musical piece, and to register with the storage section. On the occasion of

playback of audio information from said record medium, it is based on information acquired from said record medium.

A response image retrieval means to search image information of said response image out of said image information

of response relation between said identification information registered into said storage section, and said response

image related information to said image information are recording section, It is characterized by having an output

means to output image information of said response image searched by said response image retrieval means.

[0010] In a regenerative apparatus by invention of claim 1 of this configuration, when it is loaded with a record

medium and there are initiation directions of that playback, based on table-of-contents information and text

information about the content of record on that record medium, identification information of a record medium and

identification information of each musical piece are specified. Using this specified identification information, from the

image information are recording section, image information of a response image which corresponds for every musical

piece and is registered beforehand currently recorded on every record medium and it is searched, reading
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appearance is carried out and image display is carried out by response image retrieval means.

[001 1] Therefore, even if image information is not recorded on a record medium, a favorite image which a user set

by the content of record of a record medium chosen beforehand is comparatively displayed on a display of a big

screen.

[0012] Moreover, invention of claim 2 is characterized by identification information of said record medium or

identification information of said musical piece being the text information reproduced from said record medium in a

regenerative apparatus according to claim 1

.

[0013] In a regenerative apparatus by invention of claim 2 of this configuration, in the case of a disk with which a

record medium suited specification of for example, CD text, that reproduced text information is used, and by

response image retrieval means, reading appearance of the response image is carried out from the image information

are recording section, and it is displayed on the display screen.

[0014] Moreover, invention of claim 3 is characterized by identification information of said record medium or

identification information of said musical piece being the text information inputted as information on a proper by user

at the record medium concerned obtained from said record medium in a regenerative apparatus according to claim 1.

[0015] When it is the record medium with which text information like CD text is not included, for example in

invention of this claim 3, while inputting text information beforehand By relating the text information to response

image related information, and registering it with information which can specify a disk, at the time of playback If

information which can specify a disk at least is reproduced, by response image retrieval means, reading appearance

of the response image will be carried out from the image information are recording section, and it will be displayed

on the display screen.

[0016] Moreover, invention of claim 4 is characterized by being the information on a proper in a regenerative

apparatus according to claim 1 at the record medium concerned with which identification information of said record

medium is obtained from said record medium.

[0017] In invention of this claim 4, information on a proper is used for a record medium as identification information,

by response image retrieval means, reading appearance of the response image is carried out from the image

information are recording section, and a response image corresponding to a record medium is displayed on the
display screen.

[0018] Moreover, in a regenerative apparatus by invention of claim 7, it is characterized by having an interface

means for inputting said image information from the outside, and for said response image selection means choosing

image information of said response image from image information inputted through said interface means, and
accumulating in said image information are recording section in invention of each above-mentioned claim.

[0019] According to invention of this claim 7, through memory data medium and the Internet, image information can
be incorporated and selection assignment of the response image can be carried out from that inside. Therefore,

corresponding to a record medium and a musical piece which do not need to be preparing image information about
all the record media which exist beforehand now, or musical pieces, and newly appear in the image information are

recording section, carrying out selection assignment can make a response image easy.

[0020]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of the regenerative apparatus by this invention is

explained, referring to drawing 1 - drawing 6 . Although it is an example in the case of the regenerative apparatus of

an optical disk equipped with the function which can also reproduce image information from DVD, a video CD, etc.,

since explanation is easy, the regenerative apparatus of the gestalt of this operation has been omitted about the
image reconstruction portion from DVD, a video CD, etc.

[0021] the image of a large number accumulated in the hard disk etc. like the after-mentioned by using text

information, such as CD text, with the gestalt of this operation to a user — beforehand — choosing — two or more
disks of every — or a display is utilized by displaying the image of the request registered by one to one for two or
more trucks of every of each disk at the time of each disk or playback of each truck.

[0022] [the data configuration of CD] — the data configuration of CD (CD-DA) for music is explained, referring to

drawing 5 and drawing 6 first, in order to help an understanding of this invention.

[0023] In CD for music, while TOC (Table Of Contents) information is recorded on the lead-in groove field by the
side of inner circumference, the audio data of Maine is recorded on the program field of the outside of a lead-in

groove field.

[0024] The audio data of Maine is the data stream of the unit called a frame which put together data with a sound of

24 bytes and 8 bytes of parity.

[0025] As shown in drawing 5 A, in a lead-in groove field, the 8-bit sub-code section 102 continues after the frame
synchronization section 101, and the data & parity section 103 follows each frame further.

[0026] Moreover, as shown in drawing 6 A, in a program field, the 8-bit sub-code section 106 continues after the
frame synchronization section 105, and the data & parity section 107 follows each frame further.

[0027] Since each channel of P of a sub-code, Q, and R....W has structure which has one semantics by 98 frames,
access serves as a 98-frame unit

[0028] In a lead-in groove field, the data of the data & parity section 103 shown in drawing 5 A is zero, and P
channels of a sub-code are also zero. And TOC data is recorded on the data division 104 of Q channels of a sub-
code in a format as shown in drajmng 5 B.

[0029] On the other hand, in a program field, information, such as a program number (track number), a movement
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number (index), a hour entry of each program, and absolute time information on CD, is recorded on the data division

1 08 of Q channels of a sub-code in a format as shown in drawing 6 B.

[0030] It can check a program of what position on an optical disk the program under performance is for the elapsed

time of a performance, the absolute time from the start, etc. by displaying such information on Q channels at the

time of playback of CD.

[0031] In addition, it is
"1" for 2 - 3 seconds after a program start and P channels of a sub-code are set to

"1"

between track numbers while they are set to "0" after 2-3 seconds. It is used for search of a program etc.

[0032] The data for six channels of the R-W channel of a sub-code can be used for a still picture, the display of the

words of music, etc. The regenerative apparatus using such a R-W channel is already known as CD-graphics.

[0033] Furthermore, by the specification of "CD text", subordinate text information is recorded on the R-W channel

of the lead-in groove field of CD. Record of 800 bytes or less is in the case of this CD text, it to be possible to

record about 6500 bytes of text information, and to be carried out corresponding to the language of eight nations,

respectively.

[0034] Text information serves as CD name (an album name or program name), a player, a conductor or an

orchestra name, a songwriter, a composer, an arrangement person, a message, a keyword for retrieval, disk

identification code, etc.

[0035] Moreover, the keyword for retrieval is decided to be 2 bytes of genre code by the person name thru/or

keyword representing an entire disk.

[0036] [the configuration of the gestalt of operation] — the configuration of the gestalt of operation of this

invention is shown in drawing 1 . The regenerative apparatus of an optical disk is equipped with a reversion system

1 0 and the system control system 30 in the gestalt of operation of drawing 1 .

[0037] Revolution actuation of the above compact disks 1 is carried out with a predetermined linear velocity by the

spindle motor 1 1 of a reversion system 10. Moreover, the optical pickup 12 is arranged so that a disk 1 may be

countered.

[0038] This optical pickup 12 consists of an optic, photodetectors, etc., such as laser light sources, such as a laser

diode, a collimator lens, an objective lens, a polarization beam splitter, and a cylinder lens, and it is constituted so

that it can move to radial [ of a disk 1 ] by the delivery motor 13.

[0039] While detecting a focal error for example, by the astigmatism method and detecting a tracking error for

example, by the push pull method by detecting the reflected light of the laser beam which irradiated the optical

pickup 12 on the object truck of a disk 1 at the time of playback of a disk 1, the difference in the amount of

reflected lights from the object truck is detected, and a playback RF signal is outputted.

[0040] The output of the optical pickup 1 2 is supplied to the RF digital disposal circuit 1 4. In the RF digital disposal

circuit 14, while a focal error signal and a tracking error signal are extracted from the output of the optical pickup 12

and the servo control circuit 1 5 is supplied, a regenerative signal is made binary and supplied to the regeneration

circuit 16.

[0041] In the servo control circuit 15, while focal control of the optical system of the optical pickup 12 is performed

so that a focal error may become zero, tracking control of the optical system of the optical pickup 12 is performed

so that a tracking error may become zero.

[0042] In the regeneration circuit 1 6, the audio signal which processing of an EFM recovery, a day interleave, an

error correction, D-A conversion, etc. was performed, and was reproduced from the disk 1 is supplied to the

loudspeakers 1 8L and 1 8R on either side through the audio amplifying circuit 1 7 of one or another object, and sound
emission is carried out [ voice / playback ] from both the loudspeakers 18L and 18R.

[0043] Moreover, the sub-code separated in the EFM recovery section of the regeneration circuit 1 6 is supplied to

the sub-code processing circuit 21, and it separates into P, and Q channels and a R-W channel, and the sub-code
of this R-W channel is inputted into CD text decoder 22, and CD text data is taken out by decoding.

[0044] On the other hand, the system control system 30 is equipped with CPU31, ROM32, and RAM33, and each is

connected to a system bus 34. Various kinds of control programs, such as an image retrieval manipulation routine

like the after-mentioned, are stored in ROM32, and RAM33 is mainly used for it as a working area for an operation.

[0045] While a control unit 36 is connected through an interface circuitry 35, the display 38 using a liquid crystal

display element is connected to a system bus 34 through the actuation circuit 37 containing a Video RAM. The
screen size of this display 38 is set up comparatively greatly like 5-7 mold.

[0046] The control unit 36 contains the key for choosing and displaying the key for registering the key for the key
for playing CD, selection of a program, and a search, and user input, user input, CD text, etc., and a cursor key, a

decision key, etc. for selection and registration of a request image like the after-mentioned are prepared with the

gestalt of this operation.

[0047] While the control data generated by CPU31 is supplied to the servo control circuit 15 through the port 39

connected to the system bus 34 according to the actuation result from such a control unit 36 and the playback

location in a disk 1 is controlled, a track number, playback time amount, etc. are displayed on a display 38. This

display 38 may be the receiving set connected to the exterior of a regenerative apparatus.

[0048] With the gestalt of this operation, a port 41 and nonvolatile memory 42 are connected to a system bus 34. P
and the sub-code of Q channels which were separated in the above-mentioned sub-code processing circuit 21, and
CD text data taken out by CD text decoder 22 are incorporated by CPU31 through a port 41.

[0049] In CPU31, data required for a system is chosen, for example, TOC information, an album name, a player

name, a truck name, etc. are stored in nonvolatile memory 42.
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[0050] Moreover, through the interface circuitry 43, the large hard disk 44 is connected to a system bus 34, various

kinds of image data is accumulated, and the desired image chosen by carrying out like the after-mentioned is

expressed on a display 38 as the gestalt of this operation. In a hard disk 44, the image file name is given, it is that

this image file name is specified, and reading appearance of the address on a hard disk 44 is specified and carried

out to each image information.

[0051] The image data accumulated in a hard disk 44 is graphical data, such as a player's photograph, etc., and

compression processing is carried out by the JPEG method, the MPEG method, etc. Processing which changes the

compressed data of a hard disk 44 into the format of the data for a display is performed in CPU31 using necessary

software.

[0052] Furthermore, with the gestalt of this operation, through interface circuitries 45 and 47, it connects with a

system bus 34 and the memory card 46 and the CD changer 48 as the image information source can accumulate the

image information according to a demand of a user in a hard disk 44, respectively.

[0053] As a memory card 46, the so-called "memory stick" which these people offer is used, for example, and the

image information from a digital still camera, a digital camcorder, etc. can also be supplied.

[0054] Image registration processing of a gestalt and image retrieval processing of implementation of this invention

are explained also referring to [the image registration and retrieval processing] of the gestalt of operation next

drawing 2 - drawing. 4 .

[0055] With the gestalt of this operation, in advance of playback of the usual music CD, the image registration

manipulation routine 200 as shown in drawing 2 is performed, and the image retrieval manipulation routine 300 as

shown in drawing 4 is performed on the occasion of playback of Music CD.

[0056] In the image registration manipulation routine 200 of drawing 2 , it is the first step 201 , and if waiting and a

disk are equipped with wearing of a compact disk, it will progress to step 202 and TOC information will be read in

this disk.

[0057] At the following step 203, it is judged whether based on the read TOC information, the disk with which it was

equipped supports CD text specification.

[0058] When the disk with which it was equipped supports CD text specification, it progresses to step 204, and as

shown in drawing 3 , TOC information and necessary CD text information are stored in nonvolatile memory 42. As
mentioned above, an album name, a player name, a truck name (equivalent to the music name of a musical piece),

etc. are included in CD text information stored.

[0059] In the case of this example, only the information on the proper for all the TOC information not being

memorized by nonvolatile memory 42, for example, identifying a disk to it is memorized. As information on this

proper, the information on the total number of programs currently recorded on the disk and its total performance

time amount is used, for example.

[0060] Moreover, at the following step 206, when it is judged that the disk does not support CD text specification, it

shifts to step 205, and is urged to the input of the text information on the suitable disk title by the user and the

input of the text information is made at step 203, as shown in drawing^ , TOC information and the text information

on a disk title that it inputted are stored in nonvolatile memory 42.

[0061] The input of text information, such as a disk title which a user inputs, is performed about each disk which

does not support CD text specification by the key for registering the input of the above-mentioned control unit 36.

[0062] In addition, in this description, when two kinds of above-mentioned text information needs to be

distinguished, the necessary text information that the user inputted is called user text information about the disk of

not corresponding [ information / from the disk corresponding to CD text specification / text ] to CD text

information and CD text specification.

[0063] Either of above step 204 and above step 206 also progresses to step 207, the image of storing in a hard disk

etc. is proper format like the so-called thumbnail, and processing is displayed on a display. When a user operates a

cursor key etc., renewal of sequential of the display of this display (scrolling) is carried out.

[0064] At the following step 208, when a user operates a decision key, the selection input of the specific image of

the request which your want to correspond and display for every disk being carried out, and its selection input are

received. And if the image chosen by processing progressing to step 209 is accumulated in the hard disk 44, the

image file name will correspond to TOC information (disk proper information mentioned above) and text information

(CD text information or user text information), and one to one, and will be registered into nonvolatile memory 42.

[0065] Moreover, when the selected image is not accumulated in a hard disk 44 and is newly read from a memory
card 46 or the CD changer 48, a new image file name is given to the selected image information, and it is stored in

the address specified by the image file name of a hard disk 44, while the image file name corresponds to TOC
information and text information, and one to one and is registered into nonvolatile memory 42.

[0066] As shown in drawing 3 , TOC information, CD text data, a disk title, and an image file name are registered into

nonvolatile memory 42 for every disk. In the case of the disk of a response to CD text specification, the disk title

which is user text information serves as blank data, and, in the case of the disk of not corresponding to CD text

specification, the registration column of CD text information serves as blank data so that clearly from drawing 3 .

[0067] As mentioned above, with the gestalt of this operation, after the above image registration processings are

performed, on the occasion of playback of Music CD, the image retrieval manipulation routine 300 as shown in

drawing 4 is performed.

[0068] In the image retrieval manipulation routine 300 of drawing 4 , it is the first step 301, and if waiting and a disk

are equipped with wearing of a compact disk, it will progress to step 302 and TOC information etc. will be read in
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this disk.

[0069] At the following step 303, the various data which progressed to step 304 and stored actuation of a playback

key in the TOC information on a playback disk and nonvolatile memory 42 when waiting and a playback key were

operated is collated, and the image file name corresponding to a playback disk and one to one is specified.

[0070] In the specific image which the specified image file was searched with the following step 305 from the hard

disk 44. and was searched by processing progressing to step 306, i.e., image registration processing as shown in

drawing 2 , the image of the request which the user chose is automatically displayed on a display.

[0071] As mentioned above, with the gestalt of this operation, while memorizing the TOC information and

accompanying text information on each CD to nonvolatile memory in advance of playback of Music CD By making

the file name of the desired image which the user chose from the image of a large number accumulated in the hard

disk etc. correspond to the TOC information and the text information, and one to one of each CD, and registering it

into nonvolatile memory Since a desired image is searched from a hard disk 44 and it was made to be automatically

displayed on a display based on the registration information on nonvolatile memory when playing CD [ finishing /

registration processing ] Also when playing the music CD on which image data is not recorded, a display can be used

effectively.

[0072] In addition, with the gestalt of this operation, since collating about the total number of programs and the total

performance time amount which were mentioned above of the TOC information and which are disk proper

information is performed and a disk is identified when the TOC information and text information on the disk read

once are accumulated in nonvolatile memory and it is again equipped with the same disk, above-mentioned image

registration processing is not needed.

[0073] Moreover, in the above example, since specification of a disk can be performed by using the information on

the total number of programs contained in TOC information, and the total time amount as a disk identifier if it is the

case where the response image is made to be indicated only in each disk unit by selection although the text

information on a disk title was referred to when making retrieval selection of the response image of each disk unit, it

is not necessary to refer to text information.

[0074] The user chose from the image of a large number accumulated in the hard disk etc. with the gestalt of

implementation of the gestalt] above-mentioned of operation of others [ Q. Although the desired image was
displayed on the display when registering the file name of a desired image into nonvolatile memory corresponding to

each disk and playing each disk In case the file name of a desired image is registered into nonvolatile memory 42 and
each truck is reproduced corresponding to each truck (equivalent to each musical piece) of each disk, a desired

image can also be displayed on a display.

[0075] In that case, if it is the case where this disk identification information and CD text information are acquired

using disk proper information as disk identification information By matching with an image file name the text

information on the truck name (equivalent to a musical piece name) included in the CD text information concerned,

and storing it in nonvolatile memory 42 The image information which is accumulated in the hard disk 44 according to

the playback timing of each musical piece at the time of playback and which was chosen as image information which
corresponds beforehand can be read and displayed.

[0076] In this case, about the disk of not corresponding to CD text specification, it is necessary for a user to input

that disk title and each truck title, and to store in nonvolatile memory.
[0077] In addition, although the file name of a desired image was registered into nonvolatile memory with the gestalt

of the above-mentioned operation corresponding to each disk while accumulating the TOC information and
accompanying text information on a disk in nonvolatile memory, it replaces with nonvolatile memory 42, and in a hard
disk 44, a necessary record section is set up and response image related information like drawing 3 can be stored. In

this case, while nonvolatile memory 42 can be omitted and a configuration becomes easy, cost is reduced
substantially.

[0078] Furthermore, although the gestalt of the above-mentioned operation explained the case where this invention

was applied to CD regenerative apparatus for music, this invention is applicable also like the regenerative apparatus
of a mini disc (MD). When playing the mini disc which the user recorded, the user TOC recorded on the most inner

circumference of a program field can use as the above-mentioned accompanying text information.

[0079] Moreover, when playing CD for music with DVD or the regenerative apparatus of a video CD, this invention

can completely be applied similarly.

[0080] Furthermore, image information can be incorporated from networks, such as a memory card, and the Internet

instead of CD changer.

[0081]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, as explained above, even if image information is not recorded

on a record medium, the request image information corresponding to the audio information reproduced is displayed,

and the thing of it can be carried out. Therefore, when a regenerative apparatus is comparatively equipped with the

display means of a big screen, the display screen can be used effectively.

[0082] Moreover, also when the record medium with which text information is not recorded beforehand is

reproduced according to this invention, the request image information of a response can be displayed on the audio

information reproduced.

[Translation done.]
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1 ] A regenerative apparatus characterized by providing the following An audio information playback output

means to reproduce and output said audio information from a record medium with which audio information was
recorded A response image selection means to choose a response image which is recorded on said record medium
and which is going to correspond for every musical piece and it is going to display corresponding to said record

medium The image information are recording section which accumulates at least image information of a response

image chosen with said response image selection means Response image related information relevant to a storing

location of said image information are recording section of image information of said response image chosen by said

response image selection means A response image related information registration means to make correspond to

identification information of said record medium, or identification information for said every musical piece, and to

register with the storage section, On the occasion of playback of audio information from said record medium, it is

based on information acquired from said record medium. A response image retrieval means to search image

information of said response image out of said image information of response relation between said identification

information registered into said storage section, and said response image related information to said image

information are recording section. An output means to output image information of said response image searched by

said response image retrieval means
[Claim 2] Identification information of said record medium or identification information of said musical piece is a

regenerative apparatus according to claim 1 characterized by being the text information reproduced from said record

medium.
[Claim 3] Identification information of said record medium or identification information of said musical piece is a

regenerative apparatus according to claim 1 characterized by being information on a proper, and the text information

inputted by user at the record medium concerned obtained from said record medium.
[Claim 4] Identification information of said record medium is a regenerative apparatus according to claim 1

characterized by being the information on a proper at the record medium concerned obtained from said record

medium.
[Claim 5] It is the regenerative apparatus characterized by said output means being the output terminal of image
information of said response image to a display in a regenerative apparatus according to claim 1 to 4.

[Claim 6] It is the regenerative apparatus characterized by having a display device which said output means equips

with an image display screen in a regenerative apparatus according to claim 1 to 4, and displaying image information

of said searched response image on said image display screen.

[Claim 7] It is the regenerative apparatus which is equipped with an interface means for inputting said image
information from the outside in a regenerative apparatus according to claim 1 to 6, and is characterized by said

response image selection means accumulating image information of a response image chosen while choosing image
information of said response image from image information inputted from the outside through said interface means in

said image information are recording section.

[Claim 8] In advance of playback of audio information from a record medium, it corresponds to said record medium.
Or while choosing a response image which is recorded on said record medium and which is going to correspond for

every musical piece and it is going to display and accumulating image information of the selected response image in

the image information are recording section Response image related information relevant to a storing location of said

image information are recording section of image information of said response image Make it correspond to

identification information of said record medium, or identification information for said every musical piece, and it

registers with the storage section. On the occasion of playback of audio information from said record medium, it is

based on information acquired from said record medium. A playback method characterized by searching image
information of said response image and making it output out of said image information of said image information are

recording section from response relation between said identification information registered into said storage section,

and said response image related information.

[Claim 9] Identification information of said record medium or identification information of said musical piece is the

playback method according to claim 8 characterized by being the text information reproduced from said record

medium.

[Claim 10] Identification information of said record medium or identification information of said musical piece is the

playback method according to claim 8 characterized by being information on a proper, and the text information

inputted by user at the record medium concerned obtained from said record medium.
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[Claim 1 1] Identification information of said record medium is the playback method according to claim 8

characterized by being the information on a proper at the record medium concerned obtained from said record

medium.

[Claim 12] It is the playback method characterized by accumulating image information of the selected response

image concerned in said image information are recording section while choosing from image information into which

said response image is inputted from the outside through an interface means in a playback method according to

claim 8 to 11.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the gestalt of operation of the regenerative

apparatus by this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is a flow chart for explaining image registration processing of the gestalt of implementation of this

invention.

[Drawing 3] It is a conceptual diagram for explaining image registration processing of the gestalt of implementation

of this invention.

[Prawing 4] It is a flow chart for explaining image retrieval processing of the gestalt of implementation of this

invention.

[Drawing 5] It is a conceptual diagram for explaining this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is a conceptual diagram for explaining this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 — A compact disk (CD), 10 — A reversion system, 1 1 — Spindle motor, 12 — Optical pickup, 14 — RF digital

disposal circuit, 15 — Servo control circuit, 16 — A regeneration circuit, 17 — An audio amplifying circuit, 21 —
Sub-code processing circuit, 22 — CD text decoder, 30 — A system control system, 31 — CPU, 32 [ — A control

unit, 38 / — A display, 42 / — Nonvolatile memory, 44 / — A hard disk, 46 / — A memory card, 48 / — CD
changer, 200 / — An image registration manipulation routine, 300 / — Image retrieval manipulation routine ]

—
ROM, 33 — RAM, 34 — A system bus. 36

[Translation done.]
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o^tf^n^c
[006 8] 04©lMt^I^-^>3 0 OKfct*

ttt, i^OXf-7 7*3 0 1 T\ :3>/>*^ hfw X*£>
*»*f3^ f^X^^Kf$tl-5i, 0 2

[0 06 9] ^f^3 0 3m w&*-<Dmt
*fiffe, B£*-#WPSft&£, Xf-^7*3 0 4^ii
A/c, s^^^x^oTOCiffRi, ^F»«tty*»;4
2CCtSmb/c&M7:r-^<!:^^$nT, lifer

[0070] xoxf «^3 o 5r«, }g^$n/c®^
7 7 >f;^A^F7i^^4 4^^i$nr t

2tc7nTcfc5ficiii«as«iacc*jt^-c, fiefflS^aiRu

[0 0 7 1 ] ±a>(DJ:^«:, c©IS»©jg«r« %
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iMRf*- £ CDIB^Stltli ft1>«XC D

cc«>, 7s -f^^u>f*w«i{c*ijffl'r* cigars.
[0 0 7 2] ft**, COHJSOJBttrtt, —B»E*i^

»£K:B:, TOCf»*©5%OW»Lfc^-f ^^H»W

«^**2*4Uftlr>. 10

^wF^^^^ai-ccsasnrc^^oiBft^ 20

4 2(ca»i 1 &h^***w£-r*B«c, 9fa

[o 0 7 5 ] ^(om^cu, Tj^zwnmm.z'fj*
^mmntuxm^K cv&ixtrwamnt* cd
t^X F1f«:W#6ft£«£r*ft«, MCDf^X 30

[0 07 6] C0H^, CD^+^haiftCC^WlC©^

KtMfrT & c <t Jte&BCCft 40

[0 07 7] B(rac0ia6(DJB!8"C«. rvX^O
TOcm«*ttBt^** hf(Ni*^»lBtt^

B©E»««*R5EUr, H3©<fc3ftttJ£SWM«IW

4$H 2000-268543
12

[0078] mk v «ra©iai(o»jB-ctt. c©^^

#t. c©»w«. ^f^x^ (md> ©ws«««:t

[0 0 7 9] DVD^>trf^CD©S4«arf

[0 0 8 0 ] 3 BfetMStt» ^*'J*-F«D
^*>^*-Cfctft< , Ffti'CD** F?-

0 i&tf J: 5 CCT£ Citt^^
[0 0 8 1 ]

[0 08 2]*^ C<Df|BJK:<£ft«, f^XHtfg^

[SffiOffi^ftl^HJ]

[si] ^<omn<iC^^n^m,<omm<omm<om^

[02] c<D^m<omm<omm<ommmmmm^mMr

[0 3] CCD^HJ<DJ|^(D^CDH^^^S^^T

[^4] c©*9i©jOfc©«»©Bi««i*«ffli*tti8-r

[05] C0^^^t^fcjf)oa^i-ci)^ o

[06] z<omi*KmTztcA<Dm&mvi>z.

l-3>A^hf^^7 (CD) t 11
•••Xf>FW-^ ( 1 2-**^5f^T 14-
RF«#«ffiHB5. 1 5-»*-#*«H0Hk 16-W£
^ffiHSS, 1 7 7W#tf»§lll8&* 2 1-^3-
FffiSHK, 2 2-CDf^hf3-^ 30—>X
^Aftflffll^ 3 1-CPU, 3 2-ROM, 3 3-RA
M 3 4-J/XfA^, 3 6 3 8 -tw^
y'U4. 4 2-W^*^ 44-^-Kf^

4 6-^y^-F, 48-CD^x>^t, 20
o-Bi«aiiHas^i/-^>, 3 0 0
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204
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207
|
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209- J

~ ]~ ^205

TWMfc* * u Etta
-206

TOCffitt commit
TOC_1 Simp l e_1 F i 1 e_1

T4Z9JZ T0C_2 S an p 1 e_2 F i 1 e_2

?4M_3 T0C.3 Samp 1 e_3 F i 1 e_3

302-7
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^t^^TOCMS
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305Z7 I
306-^

I

300
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7
U
I

J*

m

(P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W)

104 B 108

SO SI Co n t ADR D & t a Q CRC SO 31 Co n t ADR D a t a Q CRC

7 2-

T No Point m i n sec t rime ZERO p m P «

I .1 ^_
0 TOC Ho S/

Table Of Contents

72

T No X m i n sec f r amfl ZERO m i n sec f r amo

II D k_
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v
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H 0 4 N 5/85

F I

F A 5C052 AA02 AA17 AB03 AC08 CC20

DD06 EE02 EE03

5D044 AB05 AB07 BC01 BC03 CC04

DE14 DE2 5 DE54 HL04 HL11

3307

5D077 AA22 AA26 BA15 CA02 1X21

DC39 DF07 HC12 HC14 HC45

5DUO AA13 AA19 DA03 DA04 DA10

DA15 DB09 DC06 DE04 FA02

FA08


